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Introduction

• Ceramic materials are inorganic and non-metallic materials.

• The term ceramic comes from the Greek word keramikos, which 
means “burnt stuff,” indicating that desirable properties of these 
materials are normally achieved through a high-temperature heat 
treatment process called firing. 



Introduction

• Up until the past 60 or so years, the most important materials in this 
class were termed the “traditional ceramics,” those for which the 
primary raw material is clay; 
• products considered to be traditional ceramics are china, porcelain, 

bricks, tiles, and, in addition, glasses and high-temperature ceramics. 



Introduction

• Of late, significant progress has been made in understanding the 
fundamental character of these materials and of the phenomena that 
occur in them that are responsible for their unique properties. 
• Consequently, a new generation of these materials has evolved, and 

the term ceramic has taken on a much broader meaning. 
• To one degree or another, these new materials have a rather dramatic 

effect on our lives; electronic, computer, commu- nication, aerospace, 
and a host of other industries rely on their use. 



Mechanical Properties (Brittle Fracture)

• At room temperature, both crystalline and non-crystalline ceramics 
almost always fracture before any plastic deformation can occur in 
response to an applied tensile load. 
• The brittle fracture process consists of the formation and propagation 

of cracks through the cross section of material in a direction 
perpendicular to the applied load. 



Mechanical Properties (Brittle Fracture)

• The measured fracture strengths of most ceramic materials are 
substantially lower than predicted by theory from interatomic 
bonding forces.
• This may be explained by very small and omnipresent flaws in the 

material that serve as stress raisers— points at which the magnitude 
of an applied tensile stress is amplified and no mechanism such as 
plastic deformation exists to slow down or divert such cracks. 



Mechanical Properties (Brittle Fracture)

• A fractographic study involves examining the path of crack 
propagation as well as microscopic features of the fracture surface.
• It is often possible to con- duct an investigation of this type using 

simple and inexpensive equipment—for example, a magnifying glass 
and/or a low-power stereo binocular optical microscope in 
conjunction with a light source. 



Mechanical Properties (Brittle Fracture)



Mechanical Properties (Brittle Fracture)

• After nucleation, and during propagation, a crack accelerates until a 
critical (or terminal) velocity is achieved; for glass, this critical value is 
approximately one-half of the speed of sound. 
• Upon reaching this critical velocity, a crack may branch; 
• a process that may be successively repeated until a family of cracks is 

produced. 



Mechanical Properties (S-S Behaviour)

• The stress–strain behaviour of brittle ceramics is not usually 
ascertained by a tensile test for three reasons;

1. First, it is difficult to prepare and test specimens having the 
required geometry. 

2. Second, it is difficult to grip brittle materials without fracturing 
them; 

3. third, ceramics fail after only about 0.1% strain, which necessitates 
that tensile specimens be perfectly aligned to avoid the presence of 
bending stresses, which are not easily calculated. 



Mechanical Properties (S-S Behaviour)

• a more suitable trans- verse bending test is most frequently 
employed, in which a rod specimen having either a circular or 
rectangular cross section is bent until fracture using a three- or four-
point loading technique 



Mechanical Properties (S-S Behaviour)

• At the point of loading, the top surface of the specimen is placed in a 
state of compression, while the bottom surface is in tension. Stress is 
computed from the specimen thickness, the bending moment, and 
the moment of inertia of the cross section.
• The stress at fracture using this flexure test is known as the flexural 

strength, modulus of rupture, fracture strength, or bend strength, an 
important mechanical parameter for brittle ceramics. 
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Processing Example



Processing Example

• these three in- gredients are mixed in the proper proportions, water 
is added, and an object having the desired shape is formed (either by 
slip casting or hydroplastic forming) 
• Next most of the water is removed during a drying operation, and the 

object is fired at an elevated temperature in order to improve its 
strength and impart other desirable properties. 



Ceramics Classification



Glasses

• The glasses are a familiar group of ceramics; containers, lenses, and 
fiberglass rep- resent typical applications. As already mentioned, they 
are non-crystalline silicates containing other oxides, 
• Possibly the two prime assets of these materials are their optical 

transparency and the relative ease with which they may be 
fabricated. 



Glass-Ceramics 

• Most inorganic glasses can be made to transform from a 
noncrystalline state to one that is crystalline by the proper high-
temperature heat treatment. 
• called crystallization, and the product is a fine-grained polycrystalline 

material that is often called a glass-ceramic. 



Glass-Ceramics Characteristics 

• relatively high mechanical strengths; low coefficients of thermal 
expansion (to avoid thermal shock) 
• relatively high temperature capabilities; good dielectric properties 

(for electronic packaging applications) 
• good biological compatibility 



Clay

• One of the most widely used ceramic raw materials is clay. This 
inexpensive ingredient, found naturally in great abundance, often is 
used as mined without any upgrading of quality. 
• Another reason for its popularity lies in the ease with which clay 

products may be formed; when mixed in the proper proportions, clay 
and water form a plastic mass that is very amenable to shaping. 



Clay

• Most of the clay-based products fall within two broad classifications: 
the structural clay products and the whitewares. 
• Structural clay products include building bricks, tiles, and sewer 

pipes—applications in which structural integrity is important. 
• The whiteware ceramics become white after the high-temperature 

firing. Included in this group are porcelain, pottery, tableware, china, 
and plumbing fixtures (sanitary ware). 



Refractories 

• Another important class of ceramics that are used in large tonnages is 
the refractory ceramics. 
• The salient properties of these materials include the capacity to with-

stand high temperatures without melting or decomposing and the 
capacity to remain unreactive and inert when exposed to severe 
environments. 
• In addition, the ability to provide thermal insulation is often an 

important consideration. 



Refractories 

• Refractory materials are marketed in a variety of forms, but bricks are 
the most common. 
• Typical applications include furnace linings for metal refining, glass 

manufacturing, metallurgical heat treatment, and power generation. 



Abrasives 

• Abrasive ceramics are used to wear, grind, or cut away other 
material, which necessarily is softer. 
• Therefore, the prime requisite for this group of materials is hardness 

or wear resistance
• in addition, a high degree of toughness is essential to ensure that the 

abrasive particles do not easily fracture. 



Abrasives 

• Diamonds, both natural and synthetic, are utilized as abrasives; 
however, they are relatively expensive. 
• The more common ceramic abrasives include silicon car- bide, 

tungsten carbide (WC), aluminum oxide (or corundum), and silica 
sand 
• Abrasives are used in several forms—bonded to grinding wheels, as 

coated abra- sives, and as loose grains. 



Advanced Ceramics 

• Although the traditional ceramics discussed previously account for 
the bulk of the production, the development of new and what are 
termed advanced ceramics has begun and will continue to establish a 
prominent niche in our advanced technologies.
• In particular, electrical, magnetic, and optical properties and property 

combi- nations unique to ceramics have been exploited in a host of 
new products 



Advanced Ceramics 

• Microelectromechanical systems (abbreviated MEMS) are miniature 
“smart” systems  consisting of a multitude of mechanical devices that 
are integrated with large numbers of electrical elements on a 
substrate of silicon. 
• The mechanical components are microsensors and microactuators. 

Microsensors collect environmental information by measuring 
mechanical, thermal, chemical, optical, and/or magnetic phenomena. 
• The microelectronic components then process this sensory input and 

subsequently render decisions that direct responses 



Advanced Ceramics 



Advanced Ceramics 

• One new and advanced ceramic material that is a critical component 
in our modern optical communications systems is the optical fiber. 
• The optical fiber is made of extremely high-purity silica, which must 

be free of even minute levels of contaminants and other defects that 
absorb, scatter, and attenuate a light beam. 
• Very advanced and sophisticated processing techniques have been 

developed to produce fibers that meet the rigid restrictions required 
for this application. 


